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End of Year message from the Head of School
A couple of weeks ago I attended the Monash heads meeting at Clayton.
It was a hybrid event, with Malaysian colleagues, amongst others,
streaming in on zoom screens above us.
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It was lovely to have a real sense of all being in the same room, although
it was also a nice mirror to some of the learning environments in which
SASS students and staff now undertake teaching and research. The
Clayton meeting was very interesting, and it was exciting to hear the
Vice-Chancellor reiterate the Monash vision of global education and of a
focus on sustainable practices in all we do. Another message that came
through clearly from the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (our previous Dean,
Prof. Pickering) was one of heartfelt thanks to everyone in the University.
I hope I may pass on those thanks to everyone reading this newsletter.
We have done a lot this year, working with our colleagues across the
MUM campus and our Faculty, in refining or re-imagining our
organisational structures, our administrative processes, our research
foci and ambitions, our educational practices and aspirations, and our
external engagement aims. We have pursued practical and purposeful
change with the support of wonderful friends in Monash and beyond,
including our outgoing and incoming Industry Advisory Panel. Many
thanks to the external partners who stayed with us in 2020-2021, and
welcome to the new panel with our Chair, Ameer Sobhan.
So, in brief, thank you all indeed for your concerted efforts, your
friendships with each other and the School, and your commitment to an
excellent and meaningful education for our students. Have a good new
year, with plenty of hope for 2022.

- Professor Stephi -
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Research News
A thumbnail look
at SASS 2021
Research Activities
Associate Professor
Dr Yeoh Seng Guan, Deputy
Head of School (Research)

As was the case last year, the Covid-19 pandemic necessitated modifications
in how research activities of PhD candidates and colleagues in SASS were
conducted. The connective powers of the internet -- zoom interviews,
online workshops, virtual presentations in hybrid international
conferences – and, in some cases, a reliance on foreign-based research
assistants for projects outside of Malaysia became the norm. SASS
colleagues availed themselves to about 83% of the total budgeted internal
funds for research and conference activities this year.
For externally funded research projects, SASS colleagues were part of multidisciplinary and multi-university teams variously financed by the United
Kingdom Research & Innovation Global Challenge Research Fund, British
Academy, and the World Health Organisation.
The volume of publications produced by SASS colleagues dipped in
comparison to 2020. Last year, SASS was the top performing school in terms
of per capita output. Nevertheless, the percentage of quality publications as
per Faculty list remained high (at 40% of total outputs) and about 60% of
all publications were authored by Early Career Researchers (ECRs).
With the aim of priming ECRs in designing research projects to be
eventually funded by external grants, four capacity-building workshops
were organised this year. An ECR Working Group was also formed early in
the year to provide opportunities for self-determination. One of their
suggestions led to the launch of the inaugural annual Head of SASS awards
for best journal article and best monograph. The ECR Working Group
organised regular research pitches at the school and lent their expertise and
leadership at the campus level.
Three SASS postdoctoral fellowships were awarded to the best qualified
candidates this year. They were for the Migration and Mobility in Asia;
Digital Southeast Asia; and Eleos Justice research clusters. Discussions with
the Monash Climate Change Communication Research Hub based in
Melbourne led to the formation of a node in SASS with a postdoctoral
fellowship opportunity recently awarded for 2022.
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MIDEQ fieldwork
on the road again
Dr Yeoh Seng Guan

The public health situation and inter-state lockdown measures have
thwarted fieldwork plans for face-to-face interviews and participantobservation with Nepali migrant workers for the past year-and-a-half.
Online interviews had to be conducted instead as a pale substitute.
However, with the completion of double vaccinations for a majority of
Malaysians and non-Malaysians and the relaxation of travel restrictions
since early October, the MIDEQ team was able to hit the road again.

A week-long trip to the North (Penang, Ipoh and Tanah Rata) was
completed in late October to meet up and interview a number of Nepali
migrant workers from different sec tors. Another trip to the South (Kulai,
Senai and Batu Pahat) was conducted in mid-November for the same
purpose. In late December 2021, joint fieldwork with Nepali collaborators
will unfold in Nepal for nearly two weeks. The key objective is to meet with
some of the families of the Nepali migrant workers in Malaysia.
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The life of policy
compliance
Associate Professor Michael
Connors, Deputy Head of
School (Education)

We can often associate policy and compliance with the iron cage of
modernity described by Max Weber. At every turn, there seems to be some
damned regulation breathing down our pedagogy and distracting us from
the things that matter. Rationalisation and efficiency have gone mad. If only
mad dogs and Englishman go out in the midday sun enjoying empire,
perhaps only compliance freaks, pedants and wannabes sunbake in the iron
cage serving the bureau. In many ways, policy and compliance are the ‘other’
of academic identity. The not what to be, but also the often not understood.
In this world, one can choose to evade the iron cage, heroically keeping bits
of freedom away from the churn of bureaucracy. But what happens if the
churn is actually about fairness, equity, standards, and consistency for
others? And what happens if the churn invites one in as a participant to
shape it, give it direction, and improve it – invites you to give the churn a
trim? To simplify it? Ah, but there goes the way of governmentality, right?
No better, one might say.
Academics are busy but no busier than anyone else in this portfolio world of
risk and opportunity. When understood and practised properly in a large
organisation, policy and process can be timesavers in the now and when
problems emerge. It can be a collective enabler and a form of accountability
to ourselves, colleagues, and students. Policy and process is everyone’s
business. When policy and process are broadly prescribed and practised
collectively, time is made for other things. Indeed, now and again, we do all
need to sunbake in the Weberian cage and take stock of where we are in
terms of policy and compliance – only so that we can let it run with minimum
fuss, free to teach, learn, research and write.
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SASS Best
Graduates 2021

April 2021:
Bachelor of Arts and Social Sciences
Tiffany Tay Ying Chien
Bachelor of Communication and Media Studies
Natasha Franklin
Bachelor of Arts (Honours)
Charulatha Pitigala

November 2021:
Bachelor of Arts and Social Sciences
Tiffany Nassiri-Ansari
Master of Communications and Media Studies
Nikki Claudia Lim Sue Yin
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Publications

Michael K. Connors and Ukrist Pathmanand (eds). Thai Politics in
Translation: Democracy, Monarchy and the Supra-constitution.
Copenhagen: NIAS Press.
Koh, S. Y., Zhao, Y., & Shin, H. B. (2021). Moving the mountain and
greening the sea: The micropolitics of speculative green urbanism at
Forest City, Iskandar Malaysia. Urban Geography, 1–27.
https://doi.org/10.1080/02723638.2021.1999725
Walker, A. "The Myngoon Plot: Seditious State-making and the 1902
Shan Rebellion in Northern Siam." Journal of Southeast Asian Studies
(Singapore) 52, no. 3 (2021): 393-417.

Events

Dr Joseph N. Goh presented an online guest lecture entitled 'Theologising
Gay and Transgender Bodies' on 27th October at the Divinity School of
Chung Chi College, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, upon the
invitation of Dr Wai Yin Christina Wong.
Dr Joseph N. Goh presented his research-based paper entitled 'Malaysian
Transgender Men, Failures in Gender and Religion, and Queer
Formulations of an Ethical Life' at the 'LGBT+ in Challenging Contexts'
panel of the University and College Union LGBT+ Research Online
Conference on 3rd November 2021 alongside Dominic Janes (Keele
University) and David Murphy (Lancaster University).
Assoc. Professor Dr Sharon Bong presented, ‘A rights-based, gendered
perspective in TIP victim care and protection’, 1st Virtual National
Conference, ‘Best practices on care and protection for victims of trafficking
in persons (TIPs)’ – ‘Let’s care, let’s protect’, 26 November 2021, organised
by Ministry of Women, Family and Child Development-Ministry of Home
Affairs-Global Shepherds Berhad (MWFCD-MOHA-GBS) [virtual]
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Events

Dr Sharon Bong presented, ‘Rare earth and rare practice of “integral
ecology”: A feminist-postcolonial reading of ‘Save Malaysia, Stop Lynas’
protests’, ‘Climate justice and gender justice’ panel, conference on ‘Doing
theology amid a changing climate: Crossing divides’, 12 November 2021,
organised by the Elliott Allen Center for Theology and Ecology, University
of St. Michel College in the University of Toronto [virtual]
Dr Sharon Bong presented, ‘Gender, sexuality and Christian feminist
movements in Asia’, 25 November 2020, German-Iranian Intensive Study
Programme, Exploring Christianity in Asia I, 11 October – 16 December
2021, organised by the University of Munster, Germany and Ferdowsi
University of Mashhad [virtual]
Dr Sharon Bong presented, ‘Creation care and ecological ethics from a
feminist perspective’, Asian Ecumenical Institute 2021, ‘God’s assurance of
healing and restoration’, 12 November 2021, organised by the, Christian
Conference of Asia
Prof. Helen Nesadurai took part in two sessions of the Kyoto Peace
Conference 2021 organised by the International Peace and Sustainability
Organization (IPSO), held in hybrid format and physically at Kyoto
University, Japan, on 29-31 October 2021. She had two roles: (a) paper
presenter for the Roundtable on From regional to global affairs: The
economy-security nexus in the Asia-Pacific; and (b) on the Panel
titled Drivers of Global Change: Responding to East Asian Institutional and
Economic Innovation (I). Both the roundtable and panel were initiated by
the Torino World Affairs Institute.

Award

Dr Rizwanah Souket Ali and Assoc. Professor Dr Sharon Bong, as part
of the Women's Empowerment Network Monash University Malaysia,
were given the Vice Chancellor's Award for Diversity and Inclusion
(Special Team Commendation). Read more about it here.
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Research Segment

Events

Research Seminar Series (14/2021), 25th November 2021, 12-1 pm
“In the shadow of state-led gentrification: The commercialisation of
residential properties in Seoul” by Professor Hyun Bang Shin, Professor
of Geography and Urban Studies at the London School of Economics and
Political Science and Director of the Saw Swee Hock Southeast Asia Centre.
Please click here for more details of the seminar.

Art and migration dialogues – A partnership between
MMIC, Monash Malaysia, artists, activists and NGOs

In partnership with SASS and Malaysian-based artists, activists and NGOs,
the Monash Migration and Inclusion Centre is hosting two online dialogue
events to develop an evidence-based methodology for an arts intervention
on issues impacting migrant and refugee women in Malaysia during
COVID-19.
Through the dialogue process, participants will firstly engage with each
other and hear from NGO representatives to understand the main issues
impacting migrant and refugee women in Malaysia during COVID-19.
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They will learn from artists and activists about the potential for participatory art-based interventions
to address the issues identified, and then explore the possibility of co-designing and delivering a
particular art-based intervention as the next stage of research and development. A documentary film,
that will include footage from the dialogues as well as from in-depth one-on-one interviews with
dialogue participants, will be developed as an output from the dialogues as a methodological
evidence base for advancing this initiative to the next stage.
MMIC Research Theme Lead for ‘Migration in the Asia region’, Dr Ting-Fai Yu said in support of the
Dialogue and his colleagues and partners involvement,
“The "Art and Migration Dialogues" is a unique opportunity that brings together artistic
practices, academic theorizing, and advocacy work, making an innovative contribution to
knowledge production concerning migrant and refugee women affected by COVID-19. While
collectively examining the experiences of Malaysia, the dialogues generate global relevance to
our understanding of gender and (im)mobility in times of crisis.”
Lead by Professor Stephanie Hemelryk Donald and Dr Francesco Ricatti, MMIC,
dialogue participants include:
Chen Li Wong, SUKA Society, Malaysia
Farzana Hussein and Saleh Sapas, Parastoo Theatre Malaysia
Janet Pillai, Independent consultant and Arts-ED
Jo Kukathas, The Instant Café Theatre
Ling Tang, Now Theatre
Mahi Ramakrishnan, Beyond Borders Malaysia
Straw Lim, Malaysian artist /singer-songwriter /multimedia designer
The Tanma Federation
Sheril Bustaman, Independent Film Maker
Associate Professor Sharon Bong, Monash University Malaysia
Dr Dyah Pitaloka, Monash University Malaysia
Dr Angela Viora, Monash University Australia
Dr Asha Rathina Pandi, Monash University Malaysia
Rebecca Powell, MMIC
Please do visit our website to find out more.
Image courtesy of the Instant Café Theatre Company Malaysia
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New PhD student

Gwendolyn Bellinger
Title of project: A Ghostly Inheritance:
The Cultural Legacy of Spectres in
Postcolonial Literature
Supervisors:
Associate Professor Andrew Ng Hock
Soon, School of Arts and Social Sciences
(main supervisor)
Dr. Chrishandra Sebastiampillai, School
of Arts and Social Sciences (associate
supervisor)
Project Description:
This project will examine the role of the specter in postcolonial literature
as a vehicle for exploring collective memory, trauma, cultural inheritance,
and social identity. Likewise, it will consider how the specific cultural
traditions of different regions uniquely shape ghost narratives and serve
as a means of subversion and healing.
About Gwen:
Gwendolyn holds a B.A. in History from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and an M.A. in Middle Eastern Studies from the University of
Chicago. Her previous research explored how early modern legal
structures shaped European beliefs in witchcraft and the influence of
Islamic law and finance in the Gulf Aviation sector. She has experience
living and working in ten countries, mainly working as a teacher and
educational consultant. In her most recent experience in Beijing, she
worked as a college counsellor and taught academic writing and literature.
Commencement Date: 1st November 2021
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Graduate Student
Achievements

Dr Nadiah Ahmad was conferred the award Doctor of Philosophy on 6th
October 2021. The title of her thesis is “Assessing The Efficacy Of Gender
Mainstreaming Strategies: A Case Study On Indonesia's Rural Participatory
Development”. Her supervisors were Dr Joel Moore and Professor Helen
Nesadurai.
Mr Naish Gawen was conferred the award Master of Arts on 6th October
2021 with an overall mark 88% (H1). The title of his thesis is “The Far Left,
Cultural Politics, And The Question of Style In Australian Literature”. His
supervisors were Associate Professor Andrew Ng Hock Soon and Dr Ali
Alizadeh.
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Dr Preeti Raghunath

Hi everyone,
As someone who has always been
interested in the pursuit of ideas, I find
myself at home in academia, though I’m
really just a couple of years into it. I am
quite excited to have joined Monash
University, Malaysia as a Lecturer of
Communication and Media Studies, this
month. I enjoy traveling and exploring
new cultures and cuisines, striking up
conversations and really enjoying the
wind in my (curly) hair.
One of the high points for me was the opportunity to pursue a PhD and
translate that into a policy ethnography spanning four countries. This
allowed me to travel, understand the multitudes of ideas, histories and
cultures that shape contemporary South Asia, something that I thoroughly
enjoyed.
Besides academia, I enjoy doing yoga, freestyle dancing, reading fiction
and non-fiction, and exploring food. I am also a crossword junkie and love
word games. I am quite fond of my home-city of Hyderabad in India, which
is a beautiful mélange of old and new cultures that transcend the localglobal binary, and is known for its gastronomical delights (is on the list of
UNESCO’s Creative Cities for this), besides the heritage forts and the
software hub.
At SASS, I look forward to getting to know everyone, and working together
to build and create, learn and grow!
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Introducing the 2021 Honours Cohort, along with the Guest Editor on page 16.

Yanika Liew Jia Yi

In July 2020, Al-Jazeera published their documentary on Malaysia’s abuse of migrant
workers, sparking both an outrage on social media consisting of xenophobic and nationalistic
rhetoric, which led to the arrest of a migrant worker. The force of such a reaction, from my
family, from my friends, scared me. I began my thesis knowing exactly what I wanted to do –
I wanted to conduct research on the field of migrant advocacy in Malaysia. The title of my
thesis is Migrant Domestic Workers (MDW) Advocacy and Service Provision: A Study of NGOS
and Trade Unions in Malaysia. This was in part selfish-I wanted to know more about how CSOs
collaborate and navigate our complex political system. I wanted to search for a solution, or at
least, comfort myself with knowing that advocates had a solution waiting.
The thesis became a platform from which I could learn from and connect with like-minded
individuals. During this time, I was lucky to have a healthy, supportive network of Honours
cohorts. We shared concerns, ideas and strategies for research which made the course less
intimidating than it had initially seemed. A majority the discussion was about time
management, the fear of not being able to complete a work which honours both the time and
contributions of my interviewees, and my supervisor. When the excitement for research
wanes, weighed down by the pandemic, academic stress and deadlines, the support from my
family, my cohort, and my supervisor reminds me that I am a part of generations of students
which are continuously striving towards higher social justice standards on the national and
global stages.

Sharifah Azlinah Syed
Abdul Rahiman AlAydeross

As a Global Studies and Psychology major, I chose to base my Honours research project on
how international students navigate their immobility and reassess the value of higher
education in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic. Through surveys and interviews, I looked at
how international students enrolled in Selangor private universities perceive risk and reconfront their mobility decisions. I completed my bachelor's degree towards the start of the
pandemic. So, when I was deciding on whether to continue to Honours, I found myself asking
the question, 'Is it still worth it?' Thus, I decided to answer this question in the Honours
project. Specifically, I chose to center my research on international students because they
have arguably invested the most into higher education here in Malaysia, undoubtedly face
multidimensional challenges brought by the current pandemic shaped reality and as a result,
are forced re-evaluate their global higher education experience. I had a great experience
throughout my time in the honours program. Although there was certainly a learning curve
transitioning from undergraduate studies to honours as well as carrying out research
virtually, I found the whole experience to be very rewarding. I'm very grateful towards my
participants, my cohort and my supervisor, Dr. Koh Sin Yee.
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Ng Zhe Qun
(Gwen)

Aamirullah
Sa'adullah

I have always enjoyed reading books, but as time passed, I began to see a pattern of
gendered representation of women in books and films. Being a damsel in distress in need of
a saviour, notably a cishet man. The resolution of all books and films is always the same: a
man saves a woman, and they live happily ever after. As a naturally curious person raised in
a heteronormative society, I have been a critic since I was a child. Then, as my interest in
the role of the media grew, I began researching media representation of women; for my
honours dissertation, I researched media representation of the Sugarbook controversy,
specifically the portrayal of sugar babies via online newspapers. It has remained an
important part of my life since then. What I enjoy about researching media representation
is how important words of choice are and how much they impact society’s perception of a
group of people.
In the near future, I hope to conduct more research on Southeast Asia's media
representations of women with tan or brown skin that are discursively underrepresented
or not represented at all. We tend to negate the fact that the Asian community as a whole
has internalized the colonial gaze of practising colourism, racism within the community, or
double marginalization, where oppression occurs within the community, by using a more
nuanced approach in these studies, such as intersectionality – ethnicity, gender, and
postcolonial theory.
Hello everyone, my name is Aamir, and I WAS a 2021 Honours student in SASS. By the time
you’re reading this profile, I’d actually have completed the course and depleted the entirety
of SASS’ coffee stock in the pantry (not sorry) while I was on campus to finish my Honours
thesis. I was blessed to be granted the Graduate Research Pathway Scholarship by SASS and
to be able to continue with an additional 4th-year to conduct my own undergraduate
research. I knew that I wanted to study more on the social climate of Malaysian higher
education, as tertiary education accessibility has always been a right that I believed in and
fought for ever since my high school days.
Upon starting the programme, my supervisors, Prof. Helen Nesadurai and Dr. Aiedah Khalek,
have inspired me to look more into the topic of ethnic polarisation that is currently happening
in Malaysian public universities. Initially, I sort of knew that some people would have an
ethnic preferability in their choices to befriend someone. However, I did not expect that the
phenomenon would be systemically perpetuated by the very same education system that
aspires to foster interethnic unity amongst the youth of Malaysia. For the sake of not spoiling
the findings of my study, I welcome the SASS team to read through my thesis as it becomes
available. Although this year has been very short and very intensive to conduct a proper indepth research, I believe that these (novel) results can be a stepping-stone for further
research to be conducted for the betterment of our tertiary education system here in
Malaysia.
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Ramya Gopal

As a queer and non-binary Tamil femme who has always been passionate about issues related
to gender, sexuality, and race, I have always wanted to see my communities represented in
mainstream spaces and dominant discourses. It was also the desire to see myself and people
like me represented, as well as my anger at the issues we are still made to face to this day,
that led me to embark upon my Honours year journey with my incredible supervisor, Dr
Sharon Bong, who I had pestered about my thesis topic ever since I was an eager first year
Gender Studies student. I am also very fortunate and incredibly grateful to have been granted
the Graduate Research Pathway Scholarship by SASS to be able to continue with my fourth
year at Monash.
Going into this programme, I knew the road was also going to be a little bumpier for me as
someone who also struggles with my mental health. However, it was the support of my
supervisor, my Monash counsellor, and the deep love I have for my queer Indian communities
that had guided me throughout this journey and helped me grow as both a researcher and a
person. As I had mentioned (very dorkily) in my pre-Honours interview, it has always been a
hope of mine to one day “revolutionize research” so that queer Indian women and femmes
like me, could feel seen, heard and a little less alone in the world. It is also this hope that
continues to inspire my love for research and to one day make a difference in this country.

Gabriel Pereira

As I was completing the Bachelor of Arts and Social Sciences in 2020, I knew that I wanted to
pursue the Honors degree as my ambition is to be a researcher and a lecturer. Last November,
I came across a Tweet that detailed the extent to which Malaysian Indians were excluded
from the Klang Valley rental housing market. This post was an eye-opener because, as a
Eurasian man who has not experienced racism, it unsettled me that people were prohibited
from renting a property of their choice due to their race. Hence, this motivated me to select
rental racism as the topic for my Honors study.
From the qualitative interviews I conducted, I discovered that Malaysian Indian tenants
encounter racism at almost every, if not all, stages of the rental process. For example, they
are faced with the obstacle of discriminatory rental notices which exclude them from renting
a home, and a racial screening process that filters out Indian tenants. My Honors study has
made me more aware of my privilege in the broader structure of Malaysian society, in
addition to providing me with valuable insight into the lived realities of the Indian
community in Malaysia. Importantly, with the guidance of my supervisor Dr. Ting-Fai Yu, I
have developed and honed vital research, critical thinking, and academic writing skills that
are crucial not only for further study, but also in other areas of work. Although this year was
intensive, it was extremely rewarding to conceptualize and execute a research project from
scratch, and I look forward to continuing to improve my abilities through future research
endeavors.
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Dear readers,
We are an odd-numbered bunch are we, the Honours 2021 Cohort. One of us
seven had to socially distance themselves on this final page, and here I am—
the Guest Editor for the SASS 2021 End of Year Newsletter. I'm Nafisa, and
along with the rest of the cohort featured in this newsletter, I'm enrolled in
the 2021 Bachelor of Arts Honours program. My deepest thanks go out to
both Prof Stephi (Head of School), and Ms Choo May May (Education
Manager) for inviting us to contribute and appointing me Editor.
I have always had a drive towards seeing justice done to the oppressed. Part
of it comes from my own upbringing, in my home country of Bangladesh,
where the justice system leaves much to be desired. So, in my Honours thesis,
I decided to tackle the most unjust of all crimes, Genocide. It is also the
injustice that the martyrs of my country’s Independence War died fighting
against. I wanted to find out why this phenomenon continues to plague our “civilised” 21st-century international
state system. The thesis is titled Recognising and Responding to Genocide Processes: Barriers in the Xinjiang Case.
I hope to be able to refine the thesis and publish it as a journal article to make the findings available to all soon.
The findings are important, but what I want to mention here is a couple of my personal discoveries. The first
thing I discovered in my journey this year is the fact that the signs of atrocity crimes are not so easy to decipher.
Quite sadly, genocide (with its much-disputed definition) can be justified under many names: counter-terrorism,
national security and even "unfortunate" casualties of fruitless decades-long wars. This has always been and
may always be so--unless society learns to put the value of a life above the value of a dollar. The same can be
said about climate change, animal rights, labour rights and on and on—but here we are.
The second is this: what makes a professional researcher isn't only the ability to do research, but to do on time
and do it well—while struggling and juggling a dozen other obligations and personal struggles. It has perhaps
been the most difficult lesson to learn as a first-time independent researcher. But these are important
discoveries, which will likely help me a lot in the coming years as I continue on the road to political science
research. I am grateful for Professor Helen's advice throughout this year, in both my academic and career
interests. I want to mention Prof. Stephi, who also made valuable contributions to my work by forwarding vital
news about Xinjiang. Please come have a chat with me if you are interested in my research project, I’m always
eager to discuss it.
This is likely my final year at Monash. I hope I have successfully delivered the last SASS 2021 newsletter to your
satisfaction and ended my journey with all of you on a good note. It has been a pleasure learning from you and
working with you all. Have a lovely year ahead in 2022. Ancora Imparo!
- Nafisa Tabassum (Alex) -
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